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 bluepixeldesign @DCTH Thanks .rmk! :) #EDCTH -4:36 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH Remember tonight #DCTH 6-8:30pm EST :D Can you handle 2 sessions? I think 
its called Hardcore! lol #EDCTH -4:35 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @DCTH Thanks man! :) was great - good to be part of a new start! :D 
#EDCTH -4:35 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero @DCTH great session - look forward to #edcth -ing with you all next week... -
4:34 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @michelletrevino - that is so many kinds of awesome. lol. #EDCTH -4:33 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 DCTH Just like to say guys - thats the 2hrs up!! Feel free to continue chatting. But 
thanks for an Awesome start! same time next week! #EDCTH -4:33 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero @DCTH exactly! moodboards are by definition abstract - if you are doing 
them right =) #edcth -4:32 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @bluepixeldesign lol agreed #EDCTH -4:32 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 das6894 #Q5 I tend to grab colors from the imagery that I am working with or take a 
color and toy around with the bright, sat. and hue in PS #EDCTH -4:32 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @dcth back from lunch - catching up with #edcth topics. -4:32 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @countzeero hehe I have found that - but I think thats coz my mood boards are 
very abstract lol #EDCTH -4:31 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero countzeero@akiramorita I use moodboards a lot too but only for myself, they 
tend to confuse clients... #edcth -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @bluepixeldesign Mood board is a collection of wireframes, colour samples, 
inspirations and textures http://bit.ly/5oSMd #edcth -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @cameronolivier just so we can separate the time-zones so people can see the 
questions asked in and groups of people stuff you know #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 bluepixeldesign @rhdesign Unless the logo colours are hideous... then I try to use better 
shades of those colours or something opposite. #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino @tomsturge I tried Adobe Kuler a long time ago. I may need to give it 
another whirl. :) #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 jwidmer RT @DCTH: #Q5 personally I really love the advice @obox gives - http://is.
gd/15A9Z (@tomsturge) #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @sillysushi haha yeah- sucks. the extra pressure, albeit self inflicted - 
causes me to drag my feet haha #edcth -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta @cameronolivier colour often comes into my head subconsciously when im 
briefed. i start working and i already have an idea #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie #Q5 I define the feel and mood of the site in the projects reserch phase and 
then once have a feel invisiond I use kular #EDCTH -4:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier can I ask a quick Q - why the adjusted #dcth tag to #edcth ? as it's dif 
time span, could keep it in #dcth - easier to track gen discussion? -4:29 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino #Q5 I also like pulling colors from real things and, if not available, 
photos. #EDCTH -4:29 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign good example :) http://is.gd/15AiV #EDCTH -4:29 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 sillysushi @cameronolivier LOL! I think it's more like deadlines intrigue you to 
procrastinate. I get that too sometimes. :)) #edcth -4:29 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @michelletrevino Adobe Kuler is an interesting tool as well. Haven't used 
either in a professional manner tho #edcth -4:28 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @akiramorita Mood board? #EDCTH -4:28 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier RT @rhdesign: #Q5 I usually try to pull colors out of the logo when 
designing a website for a company #EDCTH **- me too :) -4:28 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChrisGuimarin @DCTH I use Adobe Kuler #EDCTH -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q5 my approach to color schemes is "keep it simple" and "less is more" 
adobe Kuler and colorlovers are good inspiration sources too #edcth -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 bluepixeldesign @DCTH #Q5 Depends on the site. Complimentary, contrasting, similar 
colours... Lots taken from their logo or images... #EDCTH -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @sillysushi me either - I see that causing more problems than solving them lol 
#Q5 #EDCTH -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @DCTH Yeah I saw that. Nice idea, but the results might not suit the design 
job #edcth -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tessasainz #Q5 #EDCTH i do a lot of work w/ licensed colleges in the apparel industry… 
gives me limited color palette ;) they like their school colors -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier #Q5 ah. try to get an idea from client discussion. then whatever comes to 
me, really. haven't found strong colorscheme method yet #EDCTH -4:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign #Q5 I usually try to pull colors out of the logo when designing a website for a 
company #EDCTH -4:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 sillysushi @DCTH #Q4 Well, I don't auto follow back, that's for sure. :) #edcth -4:26 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta #Q5 packaging, all sorts of it. i tend to rip it up and keep nice colour combos 
#EDCTH -4:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q5 personally I really love the advice @obox gives - http://is.gd/15A9Z 
(@tomsturge) #EDCTH -4:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @AreaMalta yip - although by then I'd most probably have redesigned the 
never launched site again.. and be back at square one haha #EDCTH -4:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino #Q5 Besides playing around on COLOURlovers for hours? LOL #EDCTH -

4:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 akiramorita #EDCTH #Q5 mood board. works every time:) -4:25 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 das6894 A must follow for designers and developers(@DCTH), interesting questions and 
responses from fellow creatives #EDCTH -4:25 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @DCTH #Q4 no. :spam&I try follow everyone who connects with me.also 
lack time to vito all new.dont just want to follw blind #EDCTH -4:24 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign #Q4 (sorry this is late) I only follow back ppl of interest (web, tech, design, etc) 
but i dont follow back everyone that follows me #EDCTH -4:23 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 tomsturge @DCTH It's been a superb start to the new Euro time slot. #edcth -4:23 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q5 What is your strategy/approach to creating colour schemes for your designs? 
(from @tomsturge) #EDCTH -4:23 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta @cameronolivier so we might get to peep at it in 2015? ;)#EDCTH -4:23 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino @DCTH I follow those with similar interests. I also respond to people in 
searches often without following them. #EDCTH -4:22 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH Last Question coming up :) Thx for all the responses tonight its been an awesome 
start to the new Time-zone setup! #EDCTH -4:22 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 judithsthoughts @DCTH @andysowards @bluepixeldesign #Q4 #EDCTH no. it all 
depends on the persons usage of twitter. -4:21 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 fredyatesiv @bluepixeldesign yea i use TD on desktop and iphone but i still don't like to 
follow people i'm not interested in :) #edcth -4:21 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @DCTH haha I have a 90% finished site from 2004 that never went live. 
currently working on new site.. but at design stage only :( #EDCTH -4:21 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead @bluepixeldesign @DCTH mmm, I'll see if I can test it in 2.8 and let ya 
know #edcth -4:20 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @fredyatesiv Was doing the same, but with Tweetdeck's Groups (now on 
iPhone) I *could* follow everyone and still only read my favs. #EDCTH -4:20 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @sillysushi ...I'm more like deadlines help me to procrastinate, otherwise 
I'd focus a lot ;) #Q2 #edcth -4:19 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 akiramorita #Q2 #EDCTH I set deadlines but rarely keep 'em. Not a good thing, as I 
think they can be v. productive constraints. Need better discipline.. -4:19 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta #Q4 generally yes.. but I tend to follow if theres something that i think might 
be interesting. even just an impression i get #EDCTH -4:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @patternhead its compatible with 2.7 so it should be fine with 2.8 until an update 
atleast :) give it a go :) #EDCTH -4:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 fredyatesiv #q4 i follow when i like what they tweet and expect people to do the same 
with me, i don't mutual follow just because its expected #edcth -4:17 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 patternhead @DCTH #Q4 I follow most people that follow me unless their stream is full 
of "make mega money for free" type messages #edcth -4:17 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @patternhead Ah, didn't check that. Would love to hear what you end up 
with in the end... #EDCTH -4:16 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge #Q4 I follow people back if there timelines have content that I'm also 
interested in. The reason my follow/follower # is now similar #edcth -4:16 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q4 I (as in @svgrob lol) follow designers back mostly 100%, then people who 
engage with me :) #EDCTH -4:16 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tessasainz Q4 #EDCTH not everyone. if they're in the design comm and/or have useful 
info then i do, yes -4:16 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie #Q4 I follow everyone who has more then 50 posts who follows me, I dont 
want to come across as snob, and twitter is about connecting #EDCTH -4:15 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q4 No I don´t follow everyone who follows me, I only follow if their "profile" 
interests me #edcth -4:15 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 andysowards @DCTH I follow those back that I respect, or that engage with me and their 
audience regularly with @ replies #EDCTH -4:14 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead @bluepixeldesign @DCTH #Q3 yeah, thx looked at that plugin but need 
something for WP 2.8 #edcth -4:14 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 andysowards RT @DCTH #Q4 Do you follow everyone who follows you, and why? (from 
@bluepixeldesign) #EDCTH -4:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie @tomsturge \designers with our own work thats why we are designers.We 
are problem solvers and problems can be fixed in infinite ways. #EDCTH -4:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q4 Do you follow everyone who follows you, and why? (from @bluepixeldesign) 
#EDCTH -4:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q3 the plugin suggested by @DCTH looks useful but only if you give your 
readers editing rights. I would suggest WP mu and BuddyPress #edcth -4:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH LOL! We came up with the same one! I've never used it before, 
but know a couple clients who could make use of it. #EDCTH -4:10 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q3 the filtering would probably require some heavy PHP / java / XML lifting 
though - and my code mauling skills would probably fail! #edcth -4:10 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH #Q3 @patternhead do you mean something like http://is.gd/15zla a kinda plugin? 
#EDCTH -4:09 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH #Q3 Just did a search: Plugin: Community News Section with 
Moderation Panel http://ow.ly/eS1E Is that what you were thinking? #EDCTH -4:08 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q3 I would hazard a guess that you will need to set up a feed aggregator 
and grab/filter feeds from your news sources #edcth -4:08 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero @ChrisGuimarin It´s all down to self discipline and I aint the best at that, but 
breaking projects down into simple tasks does help #edcth -4:07 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH RT: @michelletrevino Good point! I think we r hardest on ourselves. I also think 
it's hard 2 be our own designer and client. #EDCTH #Q2 -4:06 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 sillysushi @tomsturge LoL I agree. I do hv trouble w personal works. I guess we just 
need to know when to stop. But self-critic is important. :D #edcth -4:06 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @tomsturge unlikely, designers r nvr satisfied w/ own work. Every time i fin a 
design im already thinking about what i could do bettr #EDCTH -4:04 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChrisGuimarin @countzeero I tried that too an it never worked out well. #EDCTH -4:03 PM 

Jun 18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino @tomsturge Good point! I think we are the hardest on ourselves. I also 
think it's hard to be our own designer and our own client. #EDCTH -4:02 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q3 What are the best options for adding a community news section to 
Wordpress? (from @patternhead) #EDCTH -4:02 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @DCTH Will we ever be happy with our own work? #edcth -4:01 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero countzeero#Q2 I have started using "Remember The Milk" to set milestones 
on my personal projects - it is mostly working. #edcth -4:00 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @tomsturge yea your own stuff has to be the worst! well you know how long it 
took me to get my portfolio up and im still not happy. #EDCTH -4:00 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @bluepixeldesign Yeah I'm fine with setting and hitting deadlines for client 
work but my own stuff just keeps going or I redesign #edcth -3:59 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @tomsturge Same problem here. I work well to deadlines, but have 
troubles setting them for myself. #EDCTH -3:58 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH @AreaMalta awww :D #EDCTH -3:58 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @countzeero Oh yea - content delivery - deadlines are deff a 2 way thing :) 
#EDCTH -3:58 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta @DCTH haha my gf just fell asleep to literally leave me holding the baby 
#EDCTH -3:56 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q2 Client Deadlines are a necessary evil, most of the time I find it useful to 
set them deadlines for content delivery and so on #edcth -3:56 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 FionaJanine any one need books? apparently taschen is having a huge sale http://www.
fashionista.com/ #edcth -3:56 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign #Q2 deadlines are important, without them we would procrastinate too much 
(don't pretent like you wouldn't) #EDCTH -3:56 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @sillysushi #Q2 That is currently my problem, should start putting firm 
deadlines on my work #edcth -3:55 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @sillysushi welcome :D #EDCTH -3:55 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta #Q2 i think meeting a deadline is part of meeting a brief.. for almost all client 
projects theyre essential #EDCTH -3:54 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 sillysushi #Q2 Deadlines help me to focus. Otherwise, I would procrastinate a lot. :)) 
#edcth -3:54 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 fredyatesiv ryandownie i can see your point but i've never had the problem of taking so 
long that it hurts me #edcth -3:54 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @countzeero Classic quote, Douglas Adams knew what he was talking about 
#edcth -3:52 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH RT: @countzeero #Q2 "I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as 
they go by." - Douglas Adams, I got to agree with him. #edcth -3:52 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @fredyatesiv I think they're double edged. As a 'creative' I have a 
tendency to let the details run away with me.. #Q2 #edcth -3:50 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie @fredyatesiv But there is a cut off where too long on a job can cost you 
some serous money. #EDCTH -3:50 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH @AreaMalta hehe I know that feeling! Well my wife does... :) 2 questions asked if 
you want to have a look :D #EDCTH -3:50 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 countzeero #Q2 "I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they go by." 
- Douglas Adams, I got to agree with him... #edcth -3:50 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta sorry.. back in, had to feed baby #EDCTH -3:49 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @fredyatesiv :-) Oh and welcome to #EDCTH -3:48 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @DCTH Lol I'm the same, I think haha #EDCTH -3:47 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH RT: @fredyatesiv #Q2 deadlines are counterproductive imo. you can't rush design 
if you want perfect results #edcth .rmk -3:47 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier #Q2 I try. but I tend to go over them regularly unfortunately. I think 
some of it is not creating realistic ones, though. #edcth -3:46 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @patternhead Ha ha =O) #edcth -3:46 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @fredyatesiv really interesting - I think my only reason is for focus. Otherwise I 
would keep picking at it forever lol #EDCTH -3:45 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead @DCTH #Q2 Yeah, I do set deadlines like I'll only use Twitter for 1 hr, I'll 
only drink 2 pints, I'll eat just 1 cake, never works :D #edcth -3:45 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 fredyatesiv #Q2 deadlines are counterproductive imo. you can't rush design if you want 
perfect results #edcth -3:44 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie #Q2 Yes I do set deadlines for my self, I think everyone should as it helps 
wrap up projects on budget. #EDCTH -3:42 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @DCTH #Q2 For personal projects I do but they never stick. #edcth -3:42 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 DCTH @tessasainz @RyanDownie I have to agree with both - and its amazing how 
important it has become - I had no idea when I signed up... #EDCTH -3:41 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q2 Do you set deadlines for yourself? (from @bluepixeldesign) #EDCTH -3:40 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 
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 tessasainz #EDCTH i use twitter as a learning tool. this community is a great place to 
learn from. there are always new tips/tricks and discussions -3:38 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier #Q1 Very - as far as assistance, resources, networking very very helpful! 
#edcth -3:35 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 RyanDownie I cannot stress how important twitter is to me and my work for the 
connections and friends it brings #edcth #EDCTH -3:34 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH Q1: So far not vital. (Been on for a few months) I enjoy chatting 
with designers and hearing the latest trends in the industry. #EDCTH -3:34 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge Its hugely helpful for support with problems and guidance. #edcth -3:33 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 DCTH #Q1 How important to your work as a designer/dev is Twitter? (from @svgrob) 
#EDCTH -3:31 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH If anyone has any questions they would like to put forward to the community, just 
DM them through and I will tweet em out! :) #EDCTH -3:29 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH LOL! I need more coffee... or sleep... #EDCTH -3:28 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign even more exciting is you can see it next to each persons pic in 
the DCTH profile :) #EDCTH -3:26 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @svgrob No your not #edcth -3:25 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH Aaaah... so *that's* what the .rmk means! Always learning... 
always learning... #EDCTH -3:25 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign yup thats about right - normally you will see a little sig after the 
message - mine is ".rmk" - but not in tweetchat #EDCTH -3:23 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH So if there's a chat happening, it's usually the chat leader? (Just 
wanted to put a face to the account.) ;) #EDCTH -3:22 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead @AreaMalta Good to meet ya, where abouts in the med are you? #edcth -

3:21 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign tonight its @svgrob - but you can see in the this account profile 
who tweets from here :) #EDCTH -3:20 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH @AreaMalta first #edcth as well - you are a pioneer! :D Im good thx other than 
my normal account @svgrob isnt working properly. you? #EDCTH -3:19 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH Who tweets from this account? #EDCTH -3:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @FionaJanine Welcome :) #EDCTH -3:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta 1st time in #edcth representing the Mediterranean!.. How's everyone doing? -

3:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @FionaJanine Welcome #edcth -3:17 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH More info: In future weeks we will be holding the same format as #DCTH - first 
hour chat, second hour questions :) #EDCTH -3:17 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 FionaJanine hello! #edcth -3:16 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH yea that is really strange how @svgrob isn't showing up... #EDCTH -3:15 PM Jun 18th, 

2009 

 tomsturge Woop woop! #edcth -3:14 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH For your Info! The Euro Time-zone team is: @svgrob @tomsturge @darylsws 
#EDCTH -3:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier ok, my bad- searching for #dcth isn't going to get me into the #edcth 
chat.. stupid #fail :( hehe /.. ok, now I'm here! :) -3:13 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @svgrob That was meant to be day not days lol #edcth -3:12 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge @svgrob My days has been great, we all ready for question time? #EDCTH -

3:11 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @patternhead im gonna log back in and see if that fixes it :) #EDCTH -3:11 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 patternhead @svgrob hey rob, are you in stealth mode ;) I can see yr tweets in twhirl 
but not in Tweetchat #edcth -3:10 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH Welcome to everyone who is chatting in the new time - welcome - if you need 
more info head over to http://www.dcth.info :) #EDCTH -3:09 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 adammccombs Just wanted to say hello. Nice to see #DCTH expanding. Doubt I'll be 
around much tonight I am super swamped. Have fun guys! #EDCTH -3:09 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 robertbanh @svgrob oh no, it begins... i can't. not now. too much work to do!! #EDCTH -

3:09 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge Oh Tweetchat has had so upgrades #edcth -3:07 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tomsturge I'm finally home and here for EDCTH #edcth -3:06 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @bluepixeldesign yea I was trying the tweetchat & it wasnt updating correctly, 
so now im just closely monitory my home feed & search #EDCTH -3:04 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @svgrob - you are the 2nd person that isn't showing up on search! weird! 
#edcth you are on my stream, just not on search. -3:04 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 AreaMalta Hello from Malta... thanks for the euro time slot #edcth -3:04 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead Just to let ya know, #EDCTH is live right now, if you wanna join in, sign in 
to Tweetchat and follow hash tag EDCTH -3:03 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChadEngle RT @robbmajor: A quick hello to the European #design folks participating in 
the kick off of EuroDesign Community Twitter Hours! #edcth *2nd -3:03 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @rhdesign I'm watching Tweetchat and Tweetdeck. A bunch of tweets 
from certain people aren't showing in search or tweetchat... ? #EDCTH -3:03 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @bluepixeldesign are you trying the tweetchat? #EDCTH -3:02 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @svgrob Weird... I'm not getting any of your #EDCTH posts. Just 
checked my regular stream and there you were! -3:00 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 robbmajor @svgrob Top o' the evenin' governor! Or however they say it over there 
across the pond. #EDCTH -3:00 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead hey everyone :D #edcth -2:59 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 robbmajor A quick hello to the European #design folks participating in the kick off of 
European Design Community Twitter Hours! #edcth -2:58 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier hmm what's happened to #edcth ? last result I have is my own one 
20min ago!? whatup? -2:57 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @DCTH @kg_creative Its all good, twitter search will do #EDCTH -2:55 PM Jun 18th, 

2009 

 DCTH RT @mikeconaty: #EDCTH is live now - follow the hast tag in www.tweetchat.com 
and say hi! .rmk -2:55 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 mikeconaty @svgrob Working away as usual... just popping in here and there while files 
render & upload. How's everyone in #EDCTH today? -2:55 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @michelletrevino hey! you are more than welcome :) if the time slot fits... :D 
#EDCTH -2:53 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @rhdesign it's a bit slow. i'm getting better results from tweetdeck search 
#EDCTH -2:53 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 michelletrevino Greetings! I'm from MO, but I thought I'd pop in. :) #EDCTH -2:52 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 DCTH @rhdesign yes its being naughty again... must be that thursday feeling #EDCTH -

2:51 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign Anyone else trying the tweetchat and having problems with it updating? 
#EDCTH -2:50 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 spiffy #EDCTH is live now - follow the hash tag in www.tweetchat.com and say hi! .rmk -

2:47 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @NewMarkStudios i'm in CA myself, so both timezones are slightly 
inconvenient. lol. #EDCTH -2:46 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 mikeconaty RT @DCTH #EDCTH is live now - follow the hast tag in www.tweetchat.com 
and say hi! .rmk -2:46 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @svgrob They said I should recieve giftcard n next couple weeks. Im almost 
debating on using it for Macbook Pro instead of iPhone #EDCTH -2:46 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @rhdesign When will you get the phone? If it were me, I wouldn't believe 
it until it was in my hot little hands! ;) #EDCTH -2:45 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 DCTH #EDCTH is live now - follow the hast tag in www.tweetchat.com and say hi! .rmk -

2:45 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 NewMarkStudios @kg_creative oh! i'm tweeting from near Chicago...time is better for me 
too #edcth -2:43 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 rhdesign @svgrob My week started off awesome, I was the first winner of the iPhone in 
the #Trackle contest on monday #EDCTH -2:43 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @NewMarkStudios "Euro" How many people actually are? I'm 
Canadian... the time's just better for me. ;) #EDCTH -2:42 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @NewMarkStudios (E)uropean - there are two chats today, one for us US TZ 
folk, one at a better time for euros. #EDCTH -2:41 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @kg_creative LOL! Yeah, just realised that. Duh. ;) #EDCTH -2:41 PM Jun 

18th, 2009 

 NewMarkStudios new to the chat. what does the e in the hashtag stand for? #edcth -2:40 

PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @bluepixeldesign also, if you are using tweetchat.com, you don't need the 
closing hashtag, it will add it automagically #EDCTH -2:39 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign yea there is a site you can link to where they can temp filter out 
your tweets - although that site escapes me... #EDCTH -2:39 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @kg_creative That's my thinking. Not all my followers are designers here 
and chat tweets don't make much sense on their own. #EDCTH #EDCTH -2:38 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @DCTH @bluepixeldesign yeah, but it means less chars for messages. Nicer 
for ur followers tho, that way we don't spam. #EDCTH -2:36 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign @DCTH It's still morning out here on the west coast (I'm just outside of 
Vancouver)! #EDCTH -2:35 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign Quick question... if I put @DCTH at the start of every tweet will all the 
#EDCTH folks get it but not the rest of my followers? #EDCTH -2:33 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @bluepixeldesign hehe welcome :) how are you this fine evening? #EDCTH -2:32 PM 

Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluepixeldesign Getting in on the #EDCTH (Euro Design Community Twitter Hours) 
starting now! If you're a designer jump in! -2:31 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 ChadEngle RT @DCTH: 3 mins peoples ;) #EDCTH Need more info about #DCTH s 
hottest new session? http://bit.ly/fjqA3 -2:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH I declare this time-zone open for Design Business! #EDCTH -2:30 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH 3 mins peoples ;) #EDCTH -2:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @cristianvasile pleasure buddy :) you going to be around for #EDCTH 
tonight? :) -2:23 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH @cameronolivier count it down baby yea - just enough time for a cuppa to be 
made... #EDCTH -2:23 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier RT @DCTH: RT @DCTH: 35 Mins until #EDCTH if you cant make it 
#DCTH is still on as well ;) see you there! .rmk (now 8min, I think...) :) -2:22 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 cameronolivier @kg_creative tweetchat.com :) #DCTH #EDCTH hope to see you 
there! :) I find tweetdeck works a charm too, btw :) -2:21 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @mikeconalty it would be that simple *headdesk #EDCTH -2:20 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 mikeconaty @kg_creative www.tweetchat.com #EDCTH -2:18 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 kg_creative @DCTH #DCTH #EDCTH there was a site someone linked that would update 
realtime chat. what was it? -2:17 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH We are kicking off in the next 20mins if there are any questions for the second half 
just DM them through :) #EDCTH -2:09 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH RT @DCTH: 35 Mins until #EDCTH if you cant make it #DCTH is still on as well ;) 
see you there! .rmk -2:02 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChadEngle RT @DCTH: 35 Mins until #EDCTH if you cant make it #DCTH is still on as 
well ;) see you there! .rmk -2:02 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 mikeconaty RT @DCTH 35 Mins until #EDCTH if you cant make it #DCTH is still on as 
well (6-8:30pm ET) see you there! .rmk -1:58 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH 35 Mins until #EDCTH if you cant make it #DCTH is still on as well ;) see you 
there! .rmk -1:55 PM Jun 18th, 2009 
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 divinefusion @tedi @MadysonDesigns @jeremyjaymes @sevenality @chadengle Thank 
you for the RT Luvs #DCTH #EDCTH -1:42 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 clasicfarmhouse Braggin on a friend who was a featured designer!!! :0) RT 
@divinefusion-->#DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: http://bit.ly/96A2b #EDCTH -

1:27 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 madysondesigns #DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: @divinefusion : http://bit.
ly/96A2b #EDCTH (via @chadengle) -12:00 PM Jun 18th, 2009 

 tedi RT @chadengle: #DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: @divinefusion : http://bit.
ly/96A2b #EDCTH -11:57 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 jeremyjaymes #DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: @divinefusion : http://bit.
ly/96A2b #EDCTH (via @chadengle) -11:57 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 MattLewisDesign @mistygirlph no I have not but I will check it out, that is you and 
@Minervity correct? #EDCTH -11:55 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 sevenality RT @chadengle: #DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: @divinefusion : 
http://bit.ly/96A2b #EDCTH -11:55 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChadEngle #DCTH Highlight of the Week: Number 8: @divinefusion : http://bit.ly/96A2b 
#EDCTH -11:54 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 MattLewisDesign @mistygirlph hey! things are fantastic, how are you doing? Attending 
#EDCTH today? -11:52 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 modbird RT @DCTH: Dudes! #EDCTH tonight - 7:30 to 9:30 GMT+1 we will be taking it 
easy, any questions please DM them through as normal :)Thanks .rmk -11:39 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH Dudes! #EDCTH tonight - 7:30 to 9:30 GMT+1 we will be taking it easy, any 
questions please DM them through as normal :) Thanks .rmk -11:37 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 divinefusion RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly 
time! http://ow.ly/elru (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -10:47 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 standup4design RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT 
friendly time! http://ow.ly/elru (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -10:40 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 mikeconaty RT @svgrob TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly 
time! http://ow.ly/elru (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -10:31 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 DCTH RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly time! 
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http://ow.ly/elrn (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -10:24 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 bluewavemedia RT @ChadEngle: RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH 
at a GMT friendly time! http://ow.ly/elrn (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -8:31 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 redheaddesign RT @chadengle: RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH 
at a GMT friendly time! http://ow.ly/elrn (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -7:39 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 jeremyjaymes RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly 
time! http://ow.ly/elrn (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) (via @chadengle) -7:29 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 ChadEngle RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly 
time! http://ow.ly/elrn (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -7:26 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead @svgrob #EDCTH but Rob I'll miss Eastenders ;) -4:34 AM Jun 18th, 2009 

 patternhead RT @svgrob: TODAY is the first #EDCTH - thats #DCTH at a GMT friendly 
time! http://ow.ly/elr3 (7:30-9:30pm GMT+1) -4:33 AM Jun 18th, 2009 
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